
Scene 5 – In the house

Ben and Noah are in the house by themselves but both doing
their own thing. Ben is playing on his computer in his room
shouting at someone through his headset. Noah is sitting in
his room in nothing but robes he is lighting candles and
reading a book titled the priesthood for dummies. There is a
ring on the door and both Ben and Noah go to answer it but
Ben gets there first, he opens the door to see a middle aged
man staring back at him with a beaming smile on his face and
his embarrassed daughter behind him.

Ben: Hello can we help?

Mr Fitzwilliam: oh good day I’m George Fitzwilliam and this
is my daughter Holly Fitzwilliam, No relation (he laughs and
Ben fake chuckles to make it less awkward) Only joking of
course we are related. We just came round to say hello as my
daughter is moving into the house next door.

Ben looks at Noah and tries to keep a straight face

Ben: hey pleased to meet you Holly

Noah: good day to you Holly how spiffing you meet you

Holly: Hey guys I’m so sorry about my dad he likes to make
an impression on everyone, and I think he is stuck in the
19th century

Ben: lets hope he doesn't meat Courtney

Holly: whys that?

Ben: well… um… Courtney’s… well Courtney’s a…

Noah:  Blackie!

Holly: what?

Noah: Blackie the cat from across the road, he’s so cute

Holly: oh okay, sorry I thought you were saying that this
Courtney girl was a
Noah: Blackie! (Noah makes noises to try and make the cat
come over)

Mr Fitzwilliam: No dear I’m not stuck anywhere I just think
a little bit of politeness would never go a miss

Noah: you would be right sir; I think that chivalry is dead
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